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But really, Socrates,
what do you suppose all this amounts to?
As I said a li!le while ago,
it is mere scrapings and shavings of discourse,
cut up into li!le bits…
Plato
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Cooking as +ough You Might Cook Again

I.
AGAINST RECIPES

To cook or not to cook: it is a new question in history. In the
age of supermarket buffets and liquid meal replacements,
cooking at home has never made less sense. Cooking has
become a luxury on the one hand and a chore on the other,
and it is both of these too much, and it is neither one quite
enough, and it has made me wonder, against the odds,
against reason, and against common sense: what exactly
is cooking for?
I sense that something has been lost within our superabundance of recipes. It is easy today to find a recipe for
anything imaginable or unimaginable online. +ere are
recipes for holiday meals and for picnics, for se.ing up and
for cleaning up, for spli.ing up cooking and cleaning
duties and for waking up rested, for maximizing the work
week and for maximizing one’s career, for finding love
and for sustaining it, for walking alone and for being still,
for listening to music and for reading a book. It is a
wonder)l thing, all of this available wisdom, but I wonder
if it is somehow too wonder)l, which is to say daunting.
I wonder if this widespread availabili5 of detailed instruction
discourages home cooks from thinking about what they are
doing while they are doing it. It is an amazing thing that one
can now be considered a great cook without actually knowing
how to cook anything at all. I wonder if the discouragement
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from thinking while cooking, from using our senses as much
as we use our timers and measuring cups, is making us
miserable in the kitchen, anxious to finish, and ultimately
happier to have dinner from a box.
I imagine an old way of cooking: an Italian grandmother in
her kitchen with the confidence to cook what she pleases.
A6er having spent a long time in the kitchen, this grandmother knows that it does not ma.er all that much whether
she uses two cloves of garlic or six or even ten in her
well-loved tomato sauce. So long as the garlic gets cooked,
and so long as the dish is seasoned well, the amount of
garlic only changes the amount of garlic. +e dish will not
become be.er or worse, only more or less garlic!. I imagine
a grandmother leaning in to her children and grandchildren
to tell them, to promise them, to swear: It will be delicious,
do not worry.
I will be your grandma. All you need to cook well is a
li.le faith in your own taste, which is to say you must use
it, and o6en. I hope that this book will not pull you by a
string and make you cook, for example, a pot of beans, but
that it might encourage you to do so by showing you what
makes cooking beans such a reasonable thing to do and
so worthwhile. I hope it might encourage you to look at the
beans, to think about them seriously, and to consider your
)ture together, perhaps for the first time. I do not want
to present you with directives only, but also with principles,
questions, and considerations. I have found in Italian cuisine
a way of cooking continuously, of allowing one thing to
lead to another, of open-endedness and casual possibili5,
and so that is the kind of cooking that follows. But this
way of cooking, open-endedly, is hardly regional. +ere will
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always be uncertain5 in cooking, and this must be
accepted and even loved. +ings will not go as planned;
this is a good thing.
When I read recipes, I hear notes on an idea waiting to come
alive. I leave my cookbooks in my bedroom. I hope this
book will help you to do the same. Cooking does not need
to be a race to the table, and it does not need to have an
upper limit on what is possible or what is delicious or even
what is beauti)l. Instead, it can be a drama in parts, each
act vital, and each giving way to the next. It can be like life
itself. I hope you will agree.
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